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*Caution Before Making any 

Escapement Adjustments

* Before making any adjustments, please study 

and understand the escapement issues.

✓ Understand the repair & adjustment procedure 

before making any changes. 

✓ Study a properly adjusted escapement on another 

clock to better understand the operation. 

✓ Do not make irreversible changes before the 

problem is understood.



Escapement Component 
Issues

*The Recoil Strip Escapement



* Repair the Escapement Components Before

Adjusting Verge

*Escapement Conditioning
*straightening escape wheel teeth

*make the escape wheel concentric and true

*properly bushing escapement before adjusting

*The escape wheel and verge bushings must not be too 
loose.

*The arbor & crutch connection to the verge cannot be 
loose. 

*Remember, a worn escapement cannot reliably be 
adjusted. 



*Escapement Component Issues

Worn Escape wheel Pivot

Worn Pallet Faces

Worn Saddle Pivot

Loose Saddle

Loose Crutch

Bent Escape wheel Teeth

Loose Cock Rivet



*Drop Terminology



*Drop Terminology

The escapement drop can be described in 

several different ways:

*Drop is the airspace between the leading 

edge of a tooth-point and the surface of the 

pallet it is about to fall on.

*Entrance pallet drop occurs when a tooth is 

released from the entrance pallet.

*Exit pallet drop occurs when a tooth is 

released from the exit pallet.



*Recoil Adjustment Goals

• The goal to adjusting an escapement is to have the  
“drop” onto a pallet, Small, Safe & Equal*.
✓Small: any drop is wasted power, but there 

must be some, so it should be as small as 
possible.

✓Safe: sufficient not to lock on a any 
tooth…ever.

✓Equal: drop onto the entrance and exit pallet 
must be equal for each tooth. 

*Goodman; This Old Clock, p29



*Adjust Drop onto the Entrance Pallet 

*Close center distance to close 
DROP onto the entrance pallet. 

*Open center distance to open 
DROP onto the entrance pallet.

Center Distance

Entrance Drop



*Adjust Drop onto the Exit Pallet

Bend Verge to adjust the 
DROP onto the exit 
pallet

*Close the verge to close 
the DROP onto the exit 
pallet.

*Open the verge to open 
the DROP onto the exit 
pallet.

*The center distance
may need to be re-
adjusted after bending 
the verge.

Exit Drop

Make sure the metal between 
the pallets is soft



*Pallet Adjustment #1

Before bending, test verge center with file for softness.

Lightly tap verge with flat punch & light weight hammer

To close verge To open verge

Tap in center of verge



*Pallet Adjustment #2

Before bending, test verge center with file for softness.

To close verge To open verge

M&B Verge Adjuster



*Test Drop After Verge 

Adjustment

1. Re-measure and record the amount pallets 

were opened or closed.

2. Put verge in clock and test both drops.

3. Center distance may need to be adjusted.

4. Determine if verge needs to be opened or 

closed again and about how much.

5. Repeat 1 to 4 until the entrance & exit 

pallets drop are equal.



*Bad Repairs

*Pallet Faces
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*Wear on Pallets

Entrance Pallet Face

Exit Pallet Face



*Wear on Recoil Entrance 

Pallet

Impulse Wear

Impact Wear

Recoil Wear

Pallet wear from escape wheel teeth

Impulse Face

1. Too much drop

2. Too much train power

What causes pallet wear?

3. Too much oil/grit on wheel



*Tools For Repair

*Measuring Device

*Glass Slide

*Feeler Gauge

*Stones Or Diamond Files

*Buff Sticks



*Recoil Strip Repair Tips

*Try not to change escapement 

geometry.

*Always soften pallets before 

attempting to make any bends in 

verge.

*Never stone or file across pallet faces.



*Measure Pallet Tip Distance

Make and record a measurement between pallets tips before starting. 



*Measure Length Of Exit Pallet

Make and record a measurement between exit pallet and glass. 



*Stones / Diamond Files



*Pallet Repair

1. Diamond file or stone 2. Stone and/or compound 
to remove all scratches 



*Check Tip To Tip Of Pallets

Check measurement between pallets and adjust. 



*Check Length Of Exit Pallet

Check measurement between exit pallet and glass, adjust. 



*Pallet Adjustment #1

Before bending, test verge center with file for softness.

Lightly tap verge with flat punch & light weight hammer

To close verge To open verge

Tap in center of verge



*Pallet Adjustment #2
Before bending, test verge center with file for softness.

To close verge To open verge

M&B Verge Adjuster



*Test Drop After Verge 

Adjustment

1. Re-measure and record the amount pallets 

were opened or closed.

2. Put verge in clock and test both drops.

3. Center distance may need to be adjusted.

4. Determine if verge needs to be opened or 

closed again and about how much.

5. Repeat 1 to 4 until the entrance & exit 

pallets drop are equal.



*Replacing a missing 

recoil verge.



*Recoil Strip Replacement

*Use unbent verge blanks

*Always soften verge blank.

*Bring to cherry red and cool slowly. 

*Broach out the verge saddle to fit pin

*Remember to broach from both ends due to 

tapered reamers. 

*Calculate the number of teeth that the verge will 

span.



*Verge Span

Count Number of teeth on the escape wheel.

Multiply by 20%. This will give you the number of teeth the 

verge will have to span.

Add ½ tooth to the total
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*Bending The Verge

(Example of eight tooth span)

*Bend exit pallet to 90 

degrees counting over 4 

teeth from pivot point on 

verge.

*Start bend on entrance 

pallet counting over 6 

teeth from the verge pivot 

point.

*Bend to 17degrees.

*Bend radius to be the 

length of 1 1/2 tooth.
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*Forming The Verge

*Cutting the exit pallet.

*Lay a straight edge flat on the entrance pallet to find the 

length of the exit pallet. 

*Mark and cut with jewelers saw.

*Cutting entrance pallet.

*Have the tip of the exit pallet touching the escape wheel 

tooth.

*Count over the appropriate number of teeth, mark and cut.



*Bending The Verge For A Span 

Of 8 Teeth



*Bending The Verge



*Cutting The Verge

*Cutting length of pallets so it spans the number of teeth 

that you want.



*Finishing The Verge

*Grind clearance on entrance pallet

*65 degrees + or – 5 

*Grind clearance on exit pallet



*Finishing The Verge

*Harden both pallets

*Use a compound like boric acid to coat the pallet surfaces so 
they don’t burn.

*Use some sort of heat sink to keep the middle part of the verge 
blank cool.

*Use a torch to turn only the pallets to cherry red and quench in 
water. 

*Soften to a straw color.

*Polish to a mirror finish.



*Finishing The Verge

*Adjust
Drop Adjustment

Entry Pallet is adjusted by 

changing the center distance*

Exit Pallet is adjusted by changing the 

distance between the two pallets.

*Center distance is the distance between 

the verge pivot and the escape wheel 

pivot.



*The Dead-Beat 

Escapement
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*The deadbeat verge has two additional faces on the 
pallets, called the 'locking' or 'dead' face, with a 
curved surface concentric with the axis on which 
the anchor rotates.

*When an escape wheel tooth is resting against one 
of these faces, its force is directed through the 
anchor's pivot axis, so it gives no impulse to the 
pendulum, allowing it to swing freely. 

*When the pallet on the other side releases the 
escape wheel, a tooth lands on this "dead" face 
first, and remains resting lightly against it for most 
of the pendulum's outward swing and return. 

*For this period the escape wheel is "locked" and 
unable to turn. Near the bottom of the pendulum's 
swing the tooth slides off the dead face onto the 
slanted 'impulse' face of the pallet, allowing the 
escape wheel to turn and give the pendulum a push, 
before dropping off the pallet.
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Lift Angle (Impulse Angle)

The action in which the 

escape wheel transfers 

energy into the pendulum 

by exerting force on the 

appropriate pallet face.

For most designs, this is 2 

degrees. If the pendulum is 

heavy, it will be designed to 

1 ½ degrees.
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Lock

The quantity of distance a 

wheel tooth, immediately 

after drop, overlaps the 

concentric dead-face of the 

pallet.

Kept to 1 degree or less. 
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Drop

The motion of the escape 

wheel through which the 

teeth move during a short 

period of detachment from 

both pallets. The only time 

the pendulum is “free”.

This should be 10 percent 

of the pitch (tooth to tooth 

distance).
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Calculations:

Pallets semi-span angle (deg) α

Center distance (in/mm) GO

Arc of Pendulum (end-to-end) (deg) θ 2 x suppl arc (typ=1/2 deg)

Radius to mid-point of pallets (in/mm) R2

One angular tooth pitch (deg) ρ

Angular pallet thickness at Esc wheel circ (deg) σ

Half angular pallet thickness (deg) τ

Pallet internal radius (in/mm) R3

Pallet external radius (in/mm) R4

Pallet thickness (in/mm) T

Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (entry) ßa

Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (exit) ßb

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (entry) R5a

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (exit) R5b

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (average) R5avg

Tooth front-slope angle (deg) γ

Tooth back-slope angle (deg) Ψ

Tooth front-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R6

Tooth back-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R7

Angle from mid-point of impulse faces to pallet arbor μ

Pallet Opening (in/mm) X

Clearance - pallet to back of tooth (in/mm) Z

ZN /)5.(180 +=

sec1ROG =−

tan12 RR =
Z/360=

 −= )2/(

2/ =
sin123 RRR −=

sin124 RRR +=
34 RRT −=

)]/(sin[tan 3431 RRRa −= − 

)]/(tan4[tan 341 RRRb −= − 

aa RR sin45 =

bb RR sin35 =

2/)( 555 baavg RRR +=
+= 6)4/(
+= 18)4/(

sin16 RR =

sin17 RR =

)/(1tan 21 RR−=

 costantan)tantan( 331 RRRZ −−=

)cos(2)(2 3333  −−− RRRR

)sup2( arc++= 

(Z= # of escape wheel teeth)(N= # of teeth spanned)
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Z (N +.5) ANGLE Z (N +.5) ANGLE

15 2.5 30 15 4.5 54

45 7.5 30 45 13.5 54

60 10.5 31.5 60 18.5 55.5

30 5.5 33 30 9.5 57

45 8.5 34 45 14.5 58

60 11.5 69 60 19.5 58.5

60 12.5 37.5 60 20.5 61.5

45 9.5 38 45 15.5 62

30 6.5 39 30 10.5 63

60 13.5 40.5 60 21.2 64.5

15 3.5 42 15 5.5 66

45 10.5 42 45 16.5 66

60 14.5 43.5 60 22.5 67.5

30 7.5 45 30 11.5 69

45 11.5 46 45 17.5 70

60 15.5 46.5 60 23.5 70.5

60 16.5 49.5 60 24.5 73.5

45 12.5 50 45 18.5 74

30 8.5 51 30 12.5 75

60 17.5 52.5 60 25.5 76.5

(Z= # of escape wheel teeth)(N= # of teeth spanned)
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Escape Wheel Diameter (in/mm) 2xR1

1.7830

No Escape Wheel Teeth Z

44

No Teeth spanned (Whole No) N

10

Pendulum impulse angle (deg) Φ

2.0000

Angular Lock (deg) 1.0000

Angular drop (deg) 1.0000
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Calculations:

Pallets semi-span angle (deg) α

Center distance (in/mm) GO

Arc of Pendulum (end-to-end) (deg) θ 2 x suppl arc (typ=1/2 deg)

Radius to mid-point of pallets (in/mm) R2

One angular tooth pitch (deg) ρ

Angular pallet thickness at Esc wheel circ (deg) σ

Half angular pallet thickness (deg) τ

Pallet internal radius (in/mm) R3

Pallet external radius (in/mm) R4

Pallet thickness (in/mm) T

Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (entry) ßa

Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (exit) ßb

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (entry) R5a

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (exit) R5b

Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (average) R5avg

Tooth front-slope angle (deg) γ

Tooth back-slope angle (deg) Ψ

Tooth front-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R6

Tooth back-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R7

Angle from mid-point of impulse faces to pallet arbor μ

Pallet Opening (in/mm) X

Clearance - pallet to back of tooth (in/mm) Z

ZN /)5.(180 +=

sec1ROG =−

tan12 RR =
Z/360=

 −= )2/(

2/ =
sin123 RRR −=

sin124 RRR +=
34 RRT −=

)]/(sin[tan 3431 RRRa −= − 

)]/(tan4[tan 341 RRRb −= − 

aa RR sin45 =

bb RR sin35 =

2/)( 555 baavg RRR +=
+= 6)4/(
+= 18)4/(

sin16 RR =

sin17 RR =

)/(1tan 21 RR−=

 costantan)tantan( 331 RRRZ −−=

)cos(2)(2 3333  −−− RRRR

)sup2( arc++= 

(Z= # of escape wheel teeth)(N= # of teeth spanned)
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* Pallets semi-span angle (deg) α 42.9545

* Center distance (in/mm) GO 1.2181

* Arc of Pendulum (end-to-end) (deg) θ 3.0000

* Radius to mid-point of pallets (in/mm) R2 0.8300

* One angular tooth pitch (deg) ρ 8.1818

* Angular pallet thickness at Esc wheel circ (deg) σ 3.0909

* Half angular pallet thickness (deg) τ 1.5455

* Pallet internal radius (in/mm) R3 0.8060

* Pallet external radius (in/mm) R4 0.8541

* Pallet thickness (in/mm) T 0.0481

* Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (entry) ßa 30.3248

* Pallet impulse base angle (deg) (exit) ßb 31.8077

* Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (entry) R5a 0.4312

* Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (exit) R5b 0.4248

* Pallet impulse base-circle radius (in/mm) (average) R5avg 0.4280

* Tooth front-slope angle (deg) γ 8.0455

* Tooth back-slope angle (deg) Ψ 20.0455

* Tooth front-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R6 0.1248

* Tooth back-slope base-circle radius (in/mm) R7 0.3056

* Angle from mid-point of impulse faces to pallet arbor μ 94.0909

* Pallet Opening (in/mm) X 1.1701

* Clearance - pallet to back of tooth (in/mm)Z 0.009565695

(Z= # of escape wheel teeth)(N= # of teeth spanned) (Lift angle of 2 degrees)
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*1. Draw the verge.

*Measure the inner and outer diameters and the 

reference circle of the verge.

*2. Cut out the verge.

*3. Glue the paper to the tool steel and let dry.

*4. Using and jewelers saw and saw block, saw out 

the verge staying OUTSIDE the lines.

*5. Machine to specifications.

*6. Put into the clock and make your adjustments. 
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*1. Draw the verge.

*Measure the inner and outer diameters and the 

reference circle of the verge.

*2. Cut out the verge.

*3. Glue the paper to the tool steel and let dry.

*4. Using and jewelers saw and saw block, saw out 

the verge staying OUTSIDE the lines.

*5. Machine to specifications.

*6. Put into the clock and make your adjustments. 
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*You should have maximum lock with minimum 

drops.

*Increasing drop, decreases lock.

*Always adjust the entrance pallet first.

*Teeth must never lock on an impulse face.

*Drop should be 10 percent of the pitch (tooth 

to tooth distance).
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Entrance Pallet
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*Measure the distance between the center of 

the verge and one of the pallets.

*Divide this number in half and draw a circle.

*Draw a line tangent to this circle.

*Place verge on the drawing to see if the 

surfaces match.

*On a heavier pendulum, (Seth Thomas) the lift 

angle could be less (1.5 degrees)

* Take the distance between centers, divide it in half 

for 2 degrees, cut it in half again for 1 degree, and 

cut it in half again for ½ degree.
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The End

*


